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A bstract: This paper will discuss the use of various web technologies and tools in developing an
interactive online tutorial for Internet Programming course at Universiti Tun Abdul Raz<l.k. This
interactive online tutorial consists of Course preview, Coursew<l.re (includes Quiz and Glossary),
Assignment, Q & A, e-mail ,forum and On-I ine Tutorial (OLT). Web programming langllages has
been used in the courseware development such as JavaScript for Quiz and Practices module, Active
Server Pages with web database for Assignment module, HTML and DHTML for notes, and XML for
forum. Collaboration tool such as CENTRA Symposium is used for On-Line Tutorial (OLT) session
where lecturers and students can communicate \-vith each other through the text chat or using audio set,
and at the same time can browse the slides given on the screen whiteboard. Animated Pedagogical
Ageut such as Microsoft Agents has been used as one of the tools to assist students during their
learning phase. This combination of asynchronous and synchronous communications together with the
integration of web programming lan/:,'1.13ges and tools helps the students to study at their own pace. As a
result, students can do the exercises and learn better in nexible and interactive ways.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet has become one of the popula'r demands in our life. WWW enhanced the ability to train and
educate people online. The information is transmitted to students and integrated with tools helps in
increasing student's level of involvement in the training experience. E-learning gives opportunities for
students learn to in a nexible way. Web can give more opportunities for interactive exercises. lt
engages students in the learning process through an interactive, dynamic environment involving the
student, online materials and an instructor. Web advantages include providing hyperlinks to other
resources in the world, give up to date information, multi platform, allow students to study at their own
paced and can reach people with difference geographical area. However there are some disadvantages
of web that should be considered because an instructor need time to learn new tools and the restriction
of the technology for eX<lmple bandwidth [1 J

This paper will discuss the use of Web technologies in developing an interactive online tutorial for
Internet Programming subject. The tutorial consists of Course preview, Courseware (includes Quiz and
Glossary), Assignlllcnt, Q & A, e-mail, forum ,crossword puzzle <lnd On-line Tutorial (OLT). Course
preview module will consist of course objective, schedule and lesson plan. Courseware module will
consists of Notes, exercise, forum and main menu. Assignment module allows students to download
the questions and submit their answers. Quiz module will let the students do the quiz as required.
Glossary will show the definition and terms related to the subject.

MATERlALS AN 0 METHODS

Web technologies make web pages more dynamic and interactive. The advantages of web technologies
are GUI, Point and Click, World Wide Web, Multi-platform, easy to publish information, learn and
use. Example of web technologies and tools used in this tutorial are HyperText Markup Language
(HTML), Dynamic Hypertext M<lrkup Languagc (DHTML),JavaScript, Active Server Pages (ASP),
.lava Applets, eXtensible Markup Language (XML), Animated Pedagogical agent (APA), Centra
Symposiul\I and Camstudio.
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HyperText Markup Language (HTML)

Hypertext markup language is used to create hypertext documents that provides structuring and layout
control to manage the appearance and the linkage mechanisms ofthe corresponding Web page. HTML
can consist of frame, table, links, lists, image map and form. HTML is significant for t\\<o reasons, the
language is sufficiently general (0 allow it to be used with a variety of browsers and computers, and it
allows people to create web pages without a background in computer programming

Dynamic Hypertext Markup Language (DHTML)

Dynamic HTML is a term used by some vendors to describe the combination of HTML, style sheets
and scripts that allows documents to be a;nimated. The advantages of DHTML a::e can create
interactivity to relatively simple Web pages and server independent.

JavaScripl

JavaScript is a client-side scripting languages that is embedded in Web pages and interpreted as the
page is loaded. It can discover a lot of information about the HTML document it is in, and manipulate a
variety of HTML clements It is easier to learn than JAVA and provide allY type of interactivity where
security or data collection are not cmcial, especially when browser llsed by targeted users is known.
JavaScript is very browser dependent which contributes the disadvantages. It cannot send data back to
the server without help from eGIs and or Java. It is also not secure - code and data ::;an generally
viewed easily by the user.

Java Applets

An applet is a program designed to be executed from within another application. [2] Using applets
instmctors Call focus on concepts. model ing and problem solving. There are some advantages of applet
such as:

• Applets are portable, independent of environment and browser. It is accessible on the client
side and faster than programs mnning on remote servers.

• Java is safe, Applet cnvironment is secure
• Applets loaded when needed, no need to install or manage them.

Active Server Pages (ASP)

ASP (Active Server Pages) is a 1,lJ1guage for creating interactive web sites that was created by
Microsoft. It was designed to be easier to use, faster to develop in, and to perform better than
Perl/CGl. The are some advantages of ASP such as [31

• Server-side scripts are compatible with all browsers, because all the processing takes place in
the server.

• Source code cannot be seen by the client because it is executed on the sen'er and only the
output result is transmitted to tile browser.

• Ability to directly access server-side dat.abases and other information sources.

eXtensible Markup Language (.,(ML)

XML stands for the e)({ensihle Markup Language. XML is used to identify key elements within a
document, store information for lal.er retrieval, eXehallge data between programs and much more. XML
is a standard that was developed by t.he World Wide Web Consortium in 1996 as an open standard so
everyonc could use it. Advantages of XML are allows to define all SOTts of tags with all ~;Olts of rules,
such as tags representing business niles or tags represent.ing data description or data relationships.
However, XML has a disadvantage such as tJle lack of adequate processing applications [4].

Animated Pedagogical Agent (/IPA)

Animated pedagogical agenLs are animated characters that can interact with learners in computer-based
environments, in order to stimulate and encourage learning. They improve the effect.iveness of
education and training applications, and can also be employed in many other int.eractive applications to
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